Services offered by Charles University for students with special needs
The goal of Charles University is to provide equal access to all students and applicants with special needs in relation to their studies and the same conditions as their colleagues without disabilities.

DO YOU HAVE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING DISABILITIES?

If so, you can register at Charles University as a student with special needs.

WHAT KIND OF SUPPORT IS AVAILABLE?

- Adjustment of admissions procedures
- Study assistance
- Interpreting, transcription, and writing services
- Access to study literature
- Assistance with spatial orientation and independent movement
- Information and counselling services
- Time compensation during exams
- Individual instruction
- Lending of technical and compensatory aids
- Sport activities for students with disabilities
- Individual study plans (option to extend studies)
- Option of reducing fees for extending studies
- Educational workshops
- A study room with free printing of study materials

The scope of assistance depends on the type and severity of your disability.

WHO CAN YOU CONTACT?

The employees of the Carolina Centre are ready to advise you. In addition, there is a contact person at each faculty who is in charge of students with special needs. The contact persons cooperate with the Student Registry and the teachers.

CAROLINA CENTRE

The Carolina Centre is a university-wide workplace of Charles University that covers and coordinates assistance for students with special needs. The centre is a part of the Rectorate of Charles University.

For more detailed information and contacts, visit the following address: centrumcarolina.cuni.cz